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CORRECTIONS

TO

THE

CRITICAL

READING

OF

THE

GOSPEL OF THOMAS
BY
APRIL D. DECONICK
I have visitedrecently
theHoughton,Bodleian,andBritishLibrarieswhere
I examined P. Oxy.

1, 654, and 655 in preparation for the publication of

new companion monographs
Coptic Museum
My

on the Gospel of 7homas.' I also ventured to the

in Old Cairo where I studied the fullCoptic manuscript.

examination of these manuscripts has led to several critical notes and

corrected readings of the Gospel.

1. P. Oxy. 1.24
My direct examination of P. Oxy.
Library has led me

1 (=MS

Gr. th. e. 7 [P]) at the Bodleian

to a corrected reading of line 24 on the verso of the

fragment. In the standard critical edition of the Greek

fragments of the

Gospel of Thomas by H. Attridge, he offers the reading, E[IXI] N 4AEOI.2 He
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states that the first letter to the leftof the E) appears

to be one that con

sisted "of a line sloping from the upper left to the lower right portions of
the letter space." He

also sees below and to the left of this line the bare

trace of a curved stroke. He

imagines that this curved stroke could have

continued on a diagonal upwards, until it intersected the sloping line. Thus
he concludes

that this letter is A.3 This opinion

Grenfell and A. Hunt's

is in conformity with B.

statement that this letter could be A, X, or A,

although A was preferred.4
To

the immediate leftof this letter,Attridge describes a vertical stroke

consistent with H, I, N, HI, F, T and T.5 Attridge favors N. Scholars have
agreed, including Attridge, that the letter space to the leftof this letter has
room for two letters.Attridge's reconstruction, however, shows three letters,
although two of them are iotas. Thus, Attridge's reconstruction of the last
segment of line 24 follows F. Blass which Grenfell and Hunt

accepted:

E [IXI]N AOEOI.6
But Blass and Grenfell and Hunt

did not have

the Coptic

in front of

them to aid in their reconstruction. If they had, theywould have been con
cerned that their reconstruction disparages theGreek and Coptic

texts since

the Coptic

reads, ,INhOYTE NE. Why did Attridge, who had the Coptic,
render the Greek in such a way that would perpetuate opposite and con
tentious readings in these manuscripts? The
parate reconstruction appears to be because

reason for continuing this dis
theCoptic

is nonsense, "Where

there are three gods, they are gods." Clearly the Coptic
Attridge's reconstruction of the Greek makes
level of Coptic

is a corrupted text.
a case for corruption at the

translationwhere theA-privative was accidentally lost.7The

problem with this line of reasoning is that the Greek

reconstruction is not

any more sensible than the Coptic, "Where there are three, they are with
out gods" or "Where there are three, they are godless." It is noteworthy that
even Attridge struggleswith this fact, rendering the plural AOEOI in the sin
gular, "Where there are three, they are without God."8

3

H.

Attridge,

"The Original

Text

of Gos.

16 (1979)pp. 155-156.
SocietyofPapyrologists

Thorn.

Saying

30," Bulletin of theAmerican

4

B.P. Grenfell, and A.S. Hunt, AOriA
IHIOY.
Sayings of our Lord from an Early Greek
Fund,
Papyrus (London: Henry Frowde for the Egypt Exploration
1897) p. 13.
5
Attridge, "The Original Text," pp. 155-156.
6
von
Blass, F., "Das neue Logia-Fragment
Evangelische Kirchenzeitung
Oxyrhynchus,"
IHIOY, p. 13.
(1897) pp. 498-500; Grenfell and Hunt, AOriA
7
Attridge, "The Original Text," pp. 156-157.
8
p. 127.
Attridge, "Appendix,"
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My own physical examination of this fragment at theBodleian

203

has made

this reconstruction doubtful inmy mind, ifnot impossible. The manuscript
in the area in question is eroded, leaving only traces of partial letters.The
0 is clear. In the letter space leftof the 0 are traces of ink in a distinct pat
tern.Visible

traces move

from the top left corner diagonally to the lower

is a dot of ink in the lower leftcorner and what appears

right corner. There

to be a trace in the upper right corner.When

the ink traces are connected,

the only letters they could be according to the hand of the scribe are X or
N. To

the leftof this letter, in the center of the letter space is a strong ver

tical stroke that fills almost half of the vertical space. Because

the stroke

appears centered in the space with no trace of a horizonal cross stroke, the
lettermust be either T or I.What
letter?The manuscript

about the letter space to the leftof this

is extremely eroded and fragile here, but the space

is indicative of two letters, not three as Attridge's reconstruction has it.
Immediately to the leftof these two letter spaces are two short horizonal
lines in the upper- and mid-letter space.
What

reconstruction does this leave us with? Only one, and one consis

tent with

E[II]INO4EOI. This suggests that the Greek read,
there are three, they are gods." Like the Coptic, it is nonsense.

"Where

the Coptic,

Even theCoptic scribe was confused by it, since he tries tomake some sense
by interpreting "three" as a specific reference to the "gods." So he adds
afterWO.AT.
But this certainlywas not themeaning of theGreek. How

INIOYTC

the Greek? Quite

easily. It appears that the Greek

do we explain

translation OEOI was a

mistranslation of a Semitic plural form of "Elohim," perhaps the Aramaic
saying must have read, "Where

"Elahin." The
Elohim

there are three (people),

is there." Such a saying has full parallels in Jewish literature and

belongs to this historical context (cf.Mekilta, BahodeshI 11; PirkeAboth 3.2,
6-7; b. Berkakoth6a). The Greek
Elohim,

theHebrew

A. Guillaumont

translator was

name forGod,

sloppy since he mistook

for OEOI.

this as an explanation

proposed

for the Coptic manu

script almost fiftyyears ago in 1958. But it appears not to have been taken
seriously given

the accepted

reconstruction of line 24,

even

though

Guillaumont, J. Fitzmyer and T. Akagi each envisioned the same recon
struction I have set forth in this short note upon my physical examination
of the original leaf.9My

9
246

A. Guillaumont,
(1958) pp.

reexamination of the Greek papyrus lends further

"S?mitisms

dans

114-116; J. Fitzmyer,

les Logia de J?sus retrouv?s ? Nag-Ham?di,"
JA
"The Oxyrhynchus
Logoi of Jesus and the Coptic
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old insight. It offers a simple solution to a per

plexing logion, to its difficult interpretative as well as textual history. Put
simply, the Greek
Thomas P. Oxy.

reconstruction of the critical reading of the Gospel of

1.24 should be emended:

E [I]IN OHEOI
"they are gods"

2. P. Oxy.654.8-9
The British Library houses

the Greek

fragment which

verses of the Gospel. What was very noticeable

contains the first

tome on firstglance at the

papyrus is that the fragment is broken in half vertically along the entire
center of the page, leaving us with only the firsthalf of the lines. I was able
to approximate with confidence that the number of letters in each
was

around 30 (33 the upper

limit). This means

that line 654.8-9,

has been reconstructed by H. Attridge, is incorrect.'0 As

line
as it

the manuscript

stands, lines 8-9 read BH9EIX BAXIAEYXH K .... .]HXETAI. Line 8 shows 17
lettersor partial letters, leaving room for approximately 13 letters.Attridge's
reconstruction, 'Karl ,3aniXeiV;
4avana]nietual, allows for 18 letters,
which appears tome to be a physical impossibility, extending the line to 35

letters.
A more

likely reconstruction would be Kac4l Xa(YtXEiaq a'vana]i(Tac

(16

letters) or even

(13 letters). Even though the
yaq ia] c,aF
'KaFtPau6?
former reconstruction is slightly longer (although still physically possible
given the space limitations), I prefer it to the latterbecause

the former read

ing occurs in the variant reading of this saying found in the Gospel of the
Hebrews and recorded by Clement of Alexandria

in Strom.2.9.45: "One who

has marveled will rule, and one who has ruled will rest (avaRa7GEra)."
The

&vwsaetcl

is found in another variant of the same say

ing recorded by Clement

from the Gospel of theHebrews (Strom.5.14.96).

longer

Perhaps thisvariant influenced Attridge's choice. The available space, how
ever, cannot accommodate

the prefix ?-. Rather

than FVwxaVa]iicat,

the

critical reading of the Greek version of these linesmust have read:

on the Semitic
Background of theNew Testament
(London: Geoffrey Chapman,
1971) p. 398; T. Akagi, 77^ Literary Development of theCoptic
1965) p. 299.
Gospel ofThomas (Ph.D. dissertation, Western Reserve University,
10
p. 113.
Attridge, "Appendix,"

Gospel

According

to Thomas,"

in Essays
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a,vana]il(orat

And once he is a king, he will rest.

3. P. Oxy. 654.9
Following AEFEI

I, themissing part of line 9 of theGreek manuscript has

room for up to 14 spaces. This indicates that theGreek text does not agree
with the Coptic

as H. Attridge's reconstruction of only 6 spaces has it

X?1Ye 'I [r1(aob)q "av],where IHE uses 4 letter spaces."
How the Greek text exactly varied is uncertain to me. Any reconstruc
tionwould be purely conjecture since there is no parallel in the Coptic

to

aid us. But it is certain that the Greek contained at least another word of
five to eight letters,perhaps something like acu5roi;.So the critical reading
should allow for these extra spaces:
A&Yei 'I [9(Yob)S...

kv]

Jesus said [..., "If] etc."

4. P. Oxy. 654.15
I have

reconstructed the second half of line 654.15,

tCov
i1 Pao[tEia
the available space

oupcxvov] instead of 1 fac4[ikXea tob Oe-oi] because
requires it.The broken section of the line has room for 14 to 17 spaces. So
the 15-space reconstruction 1 aa[tkiXa tCovoupav&w] fills the lacunae more

which H. Attridge appears to

accurately than the shorter 12-space -roiNoi,
have adopted fromJ. Fitzmyer.12
The

reading "Kingdom of Heaven"

of God"

is preferred too because

"Kingdom

as a titleappears nowhere in the Gospel of T7homas,except theGreek

fragment of L. 27. Other variants of the saying in theManichaean
Book (160,20-2l)-"The
it is outside of us.
(HAF1Tp5O
p

If we

believe

CICTE

jAItHYC

of Heaven,

Psalm

look, it is inside of us. Look,

in it, we

AJIiHR[OY]N

shall live in it forever"
CICTE

AHT[I]R[2]
and Hippolytus
ICOMN, Ri,HTC
gNJ&HI&JH,C)
"(The Naassene) says (that a happy nature) is the Kingdom of
&p&C

?PN&9TC
(Ref. 5.7)
Heaven

Kingdom

to be sought for within a man"

11
Attridge,
12
Attridge,

"Appendix,"

p.

114.

"Appendix,"

p.

114; Fitzmyer,

(tiiv ?Vt6; avOp6noi

"The Oxyrhynchus

Logoi,"
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have "Kingdom

struction is in agreement with
D. Mueller.'3

So P. Oxy. 654.15

of Heaven"

as well. This

the earlier work

of 0.

recon

Hofius

and

should read:

1nPaG[1Xeia t6CvoDpavov]
"theKingdom ofHeaven"

5. P. Oxy. 654.25
I have

reconstructed the broken area in line 654.25, X [pctoi PEaxOXtoii]
instead of n[pi&cot GayIa!oi ia'] as H. Attridge has reconstructed it. 14There
is only room for 12 letters. So the 15 lettersproposed by Attridge looks to

me to be implausible. This new reconstruction allows for a simpler reading,
with a single iKaxin the final clause instead of a double:
6-ri ir0oX01
Xo

OV-at ir[p&roi

e`oXaroi1] o0 ?CTxaTOI np&rol

ic

[...]CIv

will be last, the lastwill be first,and they [...]."
"For many who are first

6. P. Oxy. 654.26-27
The

reconstruction of lines 26-27 of P. Oxy. 654 is difficultgiven the 10 to

12 spaces available to complete the lacunae-KAI[...
]YIN. M. Marcovich's
has been followed by H. Attridge even
suggestion, [dig '?VKaTavTnoo]alv,
though it requires an impossible 15 letters to complete the lacunae."5
Marcovich

cites Ephesians

4:13, John 17:11, 21, 22, and 23 as parallels

to this expression in order to give his reconstruction credibility. But careful
examination of these texts shows that none of these passages provides a
complete parallel to L. 4.4. Ephesians uses the verb as a reference to unity
but does not have ci; '?V,
while John uses the expression ci; '?vwith a com

verb.
pletelydifferent
Given

0.

these facts, I think it best to look at other options.

Hofius'

space, but it also agrees with the Coptic.

13
Mueller,

D.,

of Heaven

"Kingdom

269-276.
14
p.
Attridge, "Appendix,"
15
M. Marcovich,
"Textual
60-61; Attridge,

I favor

reconstruction, [Ii?; yVijGOu]anv. It not only fits the available

"Appendix,"

or

Forms of OY&

Kingdom

of God?"

the Gospel

of Thomas;'

JIOYCOT were

VC

27

(1973)

pp.

JTS

20

(1969)

pp.

115.
Criticism
p.

on

115.
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used commonly to translateJtq, rendering the notion "single person," while
WODne translated yiyvolat.'6 The textwould have read:
[dekYeViYoi]atV
"theywill become singlepeople."

7. NHC

II,2,39.34

G. Riley has suggested an alternative reconstruction to B. Layton's critical
reading of the damaged portion of NHC

11,2,39.34: "then you will come"

instead of "then you will see."'7 He defends his read

(TOT[CTET]rq[N]Hy)
ing by saying that it takes into consideration the ink traces and available
space he sees on plate 49 of the FacsimileEdition,making H a more probable
reading than&

near the end of line 34.*8

M. Meyer, however, has written a rebuttal to thisposition, noting that in
other photographs, including the negatives and the microfilm in the Nag
Hammadi

Archive housed in the Institute forAntiquity and Christianity at

Claremont Graduate

University, there is no evidence

for the horizonal

stroke near the end of line 34 which Riley saw in the Facsimile Edition.His
reexamination of the original fragments in theCoptic Museum

inOld Cairo

several years ago also showed no trace of such a horizonal ink stroke. He
concludes

that the line Riley saw "is not ink at all but rather an unre

touched portion of the black background of the photograph."'9
I too examined

this line carefully in the original Coptic manuscript.

There is no evidence of a horizonal stroke such as we can see in the Facsimile
Edition.The original looks like this:

ui.WAM

4

16
Crum, 494a and 577b.
17G.
Riley, "A Note on the Text

of Gospel ofThomas 37," HTR
88 (1995) pp. 179-181;
Layton, Nag Hammadi Codex 11,2-7, pp. 68-69.
18The Facsimile
Edition of theNag Hammadi Codices, Codex
2 (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1974)
p. 49.
19
on the Gospel
to the Child of the Living One? More
M. Meyer,
"Seeing or Coming

ofThomasSaying 37,"HTR 91 (1998)pp. 413-416.
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In order to record and publish this finding, I asked the curator to take a
photograph of this section of themanuscript. When

I returned to pick up

the photograph and continue my examination of the papyri, I was shocked
to see the same dark horizonal line appear inmy photograph that is visible
in the Facsimile.
It immediately occurred to me

that the error might be the result of a

shadow line cast by the thickness of the papyri and the unique break line
on the edge of themanuscript. So I asked for permission to have a second
photograph takenwith themanuscript leaf turned upside down. When
was done, the dark line disappeared,

this

reproducing more faithfullythe origi

nal inkmarks on themanuscript itself.
So, by accident, I have discovered why the Facsimile is in error. The
shadow line from the thicknessof the papyrus was enough to create a dark
line in the Facsimile photo. The

error was an illusion of photography and

light.
I have made

a very careful reconstruction of the line based on the orig

inal inkmarks. N&Y

remains the best reconstruction.

IllinoisWesleyan University
P.O. Box 2900

IL 61702-2900
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